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1. Introduction

Establishing and maintaining hemodialysis access is a cornerstone of long term renal replacement therapy. As hemodialysis techniques have improved sufficiently to allow the survival of patients as long as dialysis access can be maintained so it is justified to say that vascular access is an access to life [1].

2. Historical background

Since 1944 when WJ Kolff designed the first practical dialysis machine, the search for vascular access for hemodialysis began and still continued until nowadays. At first, it was necessary to do repeated cutdowns on an artery and vein for each dialysis, following which the vessels were ligated, so dialysis was therefore limited to the treatment of acute renal failure [2].

Chronic access to the circulation became a reality in 1960 when Scribner, Dillard, and Quinton introduced the Teflon-Silastic arteriovenous (AV) shunt. The Scribner shunt rarely could be used for more than 3 months because of: interference of the external appliance with normal activity, infection, thrombosis, and bleeding [3]. These disadvantages were overcome by introduction of the subcutaneous AV fistula by Brescia, Cimino, Appel and Hurwich in 1966 which is a fistula between the artery above the wrist and the largest available vein in close proximity [4]. Their innovative approach remains the initial procedure of choice in patients who are candidates for long term hemodialysis.

Subsequent development of the bridge fistula, initially with reversed saphenous vein [5] and later with synthetic materials, further expanded the availability of hemodialysis to a larger
population. The introduction of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) for bridge fistulae in 1976 [6] was another milestone in dialysis access surgery.

3. Haemodynamics of arteriovenous fistula (AVF)

The physiologic effects of AV fistulas can be separated into local haemodynamic effects and systemic cardiovascular effects [7].

- Local haemodynamic effects:

The effect of creating a fistula on the proximal artery is similar to making a hole in a dike. Flow in the proximal artery increases markedly in response to the sudden decrease in outflow pressure afforded by the fistula, so with forearm AV fistulas, brachial artery flow may increase 5 to 10 folds [8].

In the distal artery, the situation is not so simple. With small fistula, distal artery flow is maintained antegrade, away from the heart. With increasing fistula size, however, distal artery flow decreases until it reaches a standstill when the anastomotic length is equal to the proximal artery diameter. At this point, circus motion develops with antegrade flow during systole and retrograde flow during diastole through the fistula into the venous limbs. When the anastomotic length of the fistula communication increases, above the diameter of the proximal artery, reversed flow in the distal artery increases until it exceeds the antegrade flow [9].

- Systemic haemodynamic effects:

The immediate effect of opening a fistula is to divert blood flow away from the rest of the peripheral circulation and into a special low-resistance path directly connecting the left side to the right side of the heart. Cardiac output increases acutely via increased rate and stroke volume. Arterial pressure falls, and heart rate increases; these changes are minimal with low-flow fistulas and increase with increasing fistula flow. Cardiac work also increases [10].

4. Preoperative evaluation

4.1. Patient preparation for permanent hemodialysis access (modified from NKF, 2006 [11])

Good planning allows initiation of dialysis at the proper time with a permanent functioning access in place ready at the start of dialysis.

- Patients with a glomerular filtration rate (GFR) less than 30 mL/min/1.73 m² and chronic kidney disease (CKD) stage 4 should be educated about all modalities of kidney replacement therapy (KRT) options, including transplantation, so that timely referral can be made for the appropriate modality and placement of a permanent dialysis access, if necessary.

- In patients with CKD stage 4 or 5, the following policy of vein preservation should be adopted:
– Strict avoidance of cannulation of veins of both forearms proximal to the wrist.

– When unavoidable, venipuncture should be performed in the dominant arm to preserve the non-dominant arm for AVF; or alternatively, rotation of puncture sites and sides could be used.

– Phlebocatheters should not be threaded to central veins through cephalic or basilic veins at the elbow.

– Instead, central vein catheters should be inserted into jugular veins (preferably on the right side).

– Insertion via subclavian veins is to be avoided because of very frequent subsequent stenosis.

– In cases where vein diameter/flow is the critical factor influencing the use of central veins (as when concentrated potentially caustic/toxic solutions are to be infused), one should consider using femoral veins [12].

• Patients should have a functional permanent access at the initiation of dialysis therapy:
  – A fistula should be placed at least 6 months before the anticipated start of HD treatments. This timing allows for access evaluation and gives additional time for revision to ensure a working fistula is available at initiation of dialysis therapy.
  – A graft should, in most cases, be placed at least 3 to 6 weeks before the anticipated start of HD therapy. However, some newer graft materials may be cannulated immediately after placement.

• Evaluations that should be performed before placement of a permanent HD access include:
  a. History and physical examination:
    – Arterial inflow evaluation by: pulse examination of the accessible sites in upper extremity and lower extremity when needed [13] and Allen’s test for assessment of palmar arch efficacy [14].
    – Venous outflow evaluation by: placing the arm in a dependent position or by placing a tourniquet on the upper arm while the patient clenches and releases the ipsilateral hand several times.
  b. Duplex ultrasound of the upper-extremity arteries and veins:
    – To determine the diameter of the artery as a preoperative radial artery diameter of less than 1.6 mm usually will lead to failure of the radial-cephalic wrist autogenous AV access [7].
    – To assess superficial veins and deep veins for stenosis or occlusion and diameter which should be at least 2.5 mm [7].
    – Conventional arteriography or magnetic resonance angiography: Used in selected cases [7].
    – Central vein evaluation in the appropriate patient known to have a previous catheter or pacemaker.

(Modified from NKF, 2006 [11])
5. Different modalities of AVF

The 2006 updated version of the National Kidney Foundation Kidney Disease Outcomes Quality Initiative (KDOQI) urges for an increase in autogenous arteriovenous fistula (AVF) use in hemodialysis patients to a minimum of 65%, which is almost the same as the current goal of 66% raised by the Fistula First Breakthrough Initiative (FFBI).

5.1. Autogenous AVF

5.1.1. Forearm options

- Cephalic vein
  a. Radial-cephalic (anatomical snuffbox) AVF:

  Construction of a radial-cephalic AVF at the anatomical snuffbox mandates proper patient selection. The advantages are: proximity of the vessels and preservation of additional length of vein for cannulation. However, the disadvantages are the smaller vessel size which leads to greater surgical challenges, lower flow rate and less long term patencies than more proximal constructions [15].

  b. Radial-cephalic AVF (wrist, direct or transposed, straight):

  The advantages are larger vessel size, simplicity of anastomosis and lower risk of ischemic complications. The fistula can be done via various construction configurations, the most common is side-to-side and end vein to side artery (figure 1). The end-to-end was assumed to avoid ischemic consequences, however, it has the lowest flow and scarifying the radial artery can later compromise hand perfusion especially in the case of an associated progressive distal arterial occlusive disease. The advantage of an end vein to side artery configuration is minimizing venous hypertension risk. Moreover, flow and pressure in the preferred antegrade direction through the vein is increased by ligation of the distal vein and nearby tributaries. If the cephalic vein is too deep for cannulation, the vein should be transposed to a superficial location [16]. It remains the gold standard AVF.

![Figure 1. End to side radial-cephalic AVF](image)

- Proximal radial or brachial-cephalic AVF (transposed, loop):
When the distal radial artery is inadequate, the cephalic vein can be looped back to the antecubital region and anastomosed to the brachial or a branch artery preferably the proximal radial artery (PRA), as it lowers the risk of steal and ischemia. Transposed loop AVFs in the forearm are excellent alternatives when the distal radial or ulnar arteries are not suitable [17].

- Basilic vein
  a. Radial (or ulnar)-basilic AVF (transposed, straight):

  If a radial-cephalic AVF in the forearm is not feasible, and the basilic vein is suitable, the vein can be anastomosed to either the ulnar or radial artery. It is recommended to transpose the vein to the volar aspect of the forearm because the anatomic location of the basilic vein makes it vulnerable to cannulation difficulties and complications, especially infiltrations from the patient resting the forearm on the needles [18].

  b. Brachial (or proximal radial)-basilic AVF (transposed, loop):

  This transposed loop configuration is the same as that described for the cephalic vein above, except that the forearm basilic vein is used when the cephalic vein is unavailable [19].

- Antecubital vein
  a. Gracz perforator, median cubital veins:

  The use of the antecubital veins in the creation of upper arm and reverse flow AVFs is ideal. The advantages are (i) the provision of multiple outflows, i.e., into the upper arm cephalic and basilic veins in antegrade fashion, as well as retrograde into the forearm veins by limited disruption of venous valves (when desired); (ii) preservation of continuity of the major AVF venous conduit for future use or revision of the AVF; and (iii) provision of an ischemic-resistant (flow-restricting) construction due to limited size of the anastomosis and lumen of the vein. In the operation described by Gracz et al. [20], the perforating vein connecting between the superficial system and the deep brachial system is transected and used for the anastomosis to create an upper arm AVF. The median cubital or other available nearby vein may be used, depending on the anatomy. Very high patency rates (80% at 3 years) have been reported for both constructions [21].
5.1.2. Arm options

• Cephalic vein
  a. Brachial (or proximal radial)-cephalic AVF (direct or transposed):

  The cephalic vein is ideally anastomosed to the artery just distal to the antecubital crease by using: an antecubital vein (as a first option), the cephalic vein itself (figure 2) or one of its tributaries all of them should be freed up distally into the forearm sufficiently to allow for a distal anastomosis into the proximal radial artery which is the inflow artery of choice or to the brachial artery (when used as inflow, the anastomosis should be limited to 4-5 mm to avoid ischemia or ischemic monomelic neuropathy). If the cephalic vein is too deep for safe cannulation, the vein should be transposed. During transpositions, it is critical to place the vein superficially and away from any incision or scars, thus allowing identification of the depth of the vein for easy cannulation. However, simple elevation and liposuction have been recently utilized when the vein is deep [22].

• Brachial vein

  Brachial (or proximal radial)-basilic transposition AVF (1 or 2 stages):

  The basilic vein is routinely transposed because there is only a short segment above the antecubital crease superficial enough for easy cannulation before the vein runs deep to the fascia. Even in very thin patients, where the vein can be seen and palpated, if the vein is not transposed, there is a danger of injuring the brachial artery during cannulation. The vein should be harvested from the axilla till below the antecubital crease for a short distance into the forearm (figure 3), in order to gain additional vein length. This additional vein length gives the advantages of: (i) having the tunnel in a lateral position without tension on the anastomosis which is very important especially in obese patients, (ii) allowing for anastomosing the vein distally to the proximal radial artery if it is suitable, (iii) important for easy cannulation as well...
as any further revisions. Some surgeons use a single incision, while others use multiple incisions. Care is needed to (i) identify and protect the median brachial cutaneous nerve, which courses over the vein; (ii) to avoid torsion of the vein by marking it with dye before dissecting it from its bed; (iii) avoid tension on the vein or kinking in its tunnel; and (iv) limit the size of the anastomosis to reduce the risk of steal-induced ischemia if the brachial artery is used as inflow. The surgery can be performed in 1 or 2 stages. In the 2-stage approach, the basilic vein is simply anastomosed to the distal brachial artery, preferably in the antecubital region just distal to the crease. The distal anastomosis is necessary to ensure adequate length of vein for the second stage. After 4-8 weeks, a duplex ultrasound or fistulogram is performed to ensure that there are no anatomic problems. The second stage is then performed by either; transecting the vein close to the anastomosis, bringing the vein through a lateral tunnel and anastomosing the transposed vein to the vein cuff or the artery at a nearby location (preferably to the proximal radial artery), depending on the length of the available vein [23] or just by simply dividing the deep fascia and subcutaneous tissue with positioning of the vein in a more superficial plane [24]. The advantage of the 2-stage procedure is that the vein becomes arterialized, more durable and can be dissected and manipulated with very little risk of injury. Also, it affords protection against the development of stenosis by waiting for arterialization before transposition, especially with respect to the fairly common “swing-point” stenosis, where the vein turns down toward the axilla [23].

There are recent reports of endoscopic basilica vein transposition [25].

![Figure 3. (a) Basilic vein harvest. (b) Transposed brachial-basilic AVF.](http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/54352)

- Brachial vein
  - Brachial-brachial transposition or elevation AVF (1 or 2 stages):
This procedure is rather recent and usually done in 2 stages. The 2-stage approach is essential, given the small and fragile characteristics of the brachial vein(s); delaying the second stage until 4-8 weeks or more provides additional maturation time to allow this small vein to be manipulated without injury. Elevation rather than transposition may be preferred because of the limited length of vein available for cannulation if transposed. The obese patient with a big arm is probably not a candidate for this procedure, as most of the elevated vein will be used to twice traverse the considerable distance between the fascia and skin [26, 27].

5.1.3. Lower extremity options

AVFs in the lower extremity are generally reserved for patients whom all upper extremity sites have been exhausted. Reasons are: higher rates of infection and ischemia, as well as the need to preserve the saphenous veins for coronary artery bypass and other bypass procedures [19].

• Saphenous vein
  a. Femoral-saphenous transposed loop AVF and superficial femoral (or popliteal)-saphenous transposed straight AVF:
  
  The long saphenous vein can be used to either construct a thigh AVF (loop or straight configuration). In the thigh loop configuration, an incision is made below the inguinal crease. The vein is dissected through a single or multiple incisions to the level of the knee and looped back through a subcutaneous tunnel and anastomosed to the common or superficial femoral artery. In the straight configuration, the vein is anastomosed distally to the superficial femoral or popliteal artery [28].
  
  b. Translocation of saphenous vein to upper extremity:
  
  In the 1970s, saphenous vein was usually translocated to the upper extremity as a forearm loop. The indications were patient preference, concern about a higher infection rate in the groin region and greater risk of vascular complications associated with lower limb access. Intimal hyperplasia and stenosis at the venous anastomosis was not known at the time a problem which is avoided by performing the procedure in the thigh [29].
  
  c. Posterior (or anterior) tibial-saphenous direct AVF:
  
  An AVF constructed at the ankle is analogous to a wrist AVF, it is recommended to evaluate the patient with duplex ultrasound and with arteriogram and venogram in selected cases. The posterior tibial is preferred to the anterior tibial artery for inflow because this location provides more protection for the AVF and it is technically easier [19].

• Femoral vein
  a. Femoral-femoral transposed loop AVF and superficial femoral (or popliteal)-femoral transposed straight AVF:
  
  AVF options and configurations utilizing the (superficial) femoral vein are the same as for the saphenous vein, whereby the superficial femoral vein is dissected from groin to knee and either brought through a subcutaneous tunnel in straight fashion and anastomosed to the distal
superficial femoral artery, or brought through as a loop back to the groin incision and anastomosed to the common or superficial femoral artery. Initially reported results were not always excellent and high access flow was an important cause of complications [30].

b. Translocation of femoral vein to upper extremity:

As with the saphenous vein, the femoral vein can be translocated to the upper extremity. The potential advantages are a less risk of infection and clinically significant ischemia, compared with lower extremity access. Translocating the femoral vein with its large-diameter and very low-resistance to the brachial artery is expected to have very high flow, so the diameter of the arterial anastomosis should not be more than 4-5 mm or it is better to use the PRA for inflow [31].

5.1.4. Reverse (retrograde)-flow AVF

With reverse-flow AVFs, venous valves must be destructed to permit retrograde flow with or without antegrade flow. The proximal vein may be ligated or not (antegrade flow maintained or not). The ideal patient for a reverse-flow AVF has exhausted forearm options but still has a suitable proximal segment of cephalic or basilic vein in the forearm, with or without a suitable upper arm vein for outflow. A side-to-side antecubital construction is usually made and 1 or 2 distal valves are carefully disrupted with the vein segment dissected and visualized as the probe is passed, to prevent tearing the vein. Valve disruption can be accomplished with a probe, coronary artery dilator or a valvulotome. The retrograde pressure and flow is expected to make progressive dilatation of venous tributaries. If these small veins do not mature adequately, endovascular balloon angioplasty may be used [32].

5.2. Arteriovenous graft (AVG) for hemodialysis

The ideal vascular graft for patients on HD should be easy to handle, closely mimicking the native vessels, nonthrombogenic, immunologically inert, resistant to infection and puncture trauma, able to retain tensile strength, and manufactured at a reasonable cost [33].

5.2.1. AVGs are either biological or synthetic

- Biological grafts
  a. Autogenous greater saphenous vein should have been the first option in AV bridge graft construction but has generally given disappointing results with patency rates of 20% at 2 years [34, 35].
  b. Denatured homologous vein allograft.
  c. Cryopreserved saphenous vein
  d. Bovine heterografts such as:
     - Bovine carotid artery
– SynerGraft Vascular Graft Model 100 (SGVG 100), a decellularized non-chemically cross linked bovine ureter vascular graft which provides a safe alternative for patients with a history of multiple failed synthetic grafts.

– Bovine mesenteric vein: obtained by a patented process of gluteraldehyde cross linking and gamma radiation has physiological properties similar to those of the human saphenous vein, due to its high elastin to collagen ratio [36] and is reported to have better survival than PTFE [37].

e. Human umbilical vein.

f. Sheep collagen grafts [36, 38-41].

– The Omniflow prosthesis is formed from gluteraldehyde-tanned bovine collagen, which is grown around a polyester mesh. This biosynthetic device obtained by inserting polyester mesh-covered mandrils beneath the cutaneous truncimuscle of Australian adult sheep for a period of 12–14 weeks, is stabilized using gluteraldehyde and may be prepared in straight or J- or U- curved configurations; this collagen encapsulated graft is easy to handle, with reduced thrombogenicity, low rates of infection, a low incidence of aneurysm formation and satisfactory long-term results. The current Omniflow II vascular graft has a more resistant mesh but requires delicate manipulation, avoiding cross clamping the graft with metal instruments and traction during the passage through the tunnel [42].

g. Biohybrid and bioreabsorbable prostheses, graft pretreatment with endothelial cell culture, methods of affixing antibiotics, anticoagulants and growth factor to graft surfaces are under investigation to enhance the results of prosthetic vascular materials, as biologic materials facilitate cell repopulation and tissue remodeling [33].

• Synthetic grafts

The commonly used synthetic grafts include Dacron. The fibrillar structure of Dacron® was expected to encourage tissue ingrowth and provide greater durability for recurrent cannulation. However, this was not seen in practice and PTFE, a fluorocarbon polymer became the prosthetic graft of choice [43]. Stretch expanded PTFE (ePTFE) is preferable to standard PTFE. Available data supports PTFE over other biologic and synthetic materials (except bovine mesenteric vein) based on a lower risk of disintegration with infection, low thrombogenicity, low tissue reactivity, prolonged patency and improved surgical handling but this concept may change in the future with introduction of tissue engineered AVG or more recent biological grafts [44].

Other new graft materials include polyurethane grafts with their self-sealing properties and reported low complication rates. The polyetherurethaneurea (Vectra graft) is suitable for early needling [45, 46].

5.2.2. Upper extremity options

• Forearm

a. Straight AVG between the radial artery at the wrist and an antecubital vein should be avoided due to the risk of early thrombosis.
b. The forearm loop between the brachial artery and one of the available veins in the antecubital fossa is far more better option (figure 4).

c. One of the venae comitantes of the brachial artery should be used as outflow for both types rather than the superficial veins as outflow for a straight or looped forearm AVG graft, because if the basilic or cephalic veins are still available they should be used instead to construct an autogenous AVF with the brachial artery [47].

d. Straight AVG in the upper arm between the brachial artery and the axillary vein (or the proximal brachial or basilic vein) is ideal and common (figure 5).

e. Modern biological grafts are more suited for the ‘O’ shaped AVG with a narrow loop in the distal third of the upper arm between the brachial artery and its vena comitans or the basilic vein, because of their elasticity and compliance. This type of AVG preserve more proximal locations for potential future straight AVGs.

f. The forearm loop between the brachial artery and one of the available veins in the antecubital fossa and the straight AVG in the upper arm between the brachial artery and the axillary vein (or the proximal brachial or basilic vein) are the most popular graft configurations [48].

5.2.3. Lower extremity options

AVGs in the lower limb have generally given less encouraging results than for the upper limb, because of increased rates of infection, ischaemia, and lower patency rates. However, groin access is a useful option when upper extremities are unavailable and peritoneal dialysis has failed [28].

When implanted in the thigh, the graft can be either a straight, looped or curved configuration (figure 6) between femoral artery and either stump of GSV or femoral vein. Anastomosing AV
graft to the common femoral vessels in close proximity to the groin has the disadvantage of a higher infection risk due to dissection through the dense lymphatic tissues. This has led to implantation of the AV graft more distal to the mid-superficial femoral vessels. This approach preserves the proximal vessels for future graft revision [49].

5.3. Other less common prosthetic AV graft

- The axillary (or subclavian) artery can be used for a loop AVG, with the ipsilateral axillary or jugular vein as outflow, as well as for placing a straight AVG anastomosed to the contralateral axillary or jugular veins [50].
• Femoro-femoral suprainguinal crossover AVG between the femoral artery and the contrala-
teral femoral vein [51].

• Long axillo-femoral grafts are prone to repeated thromboses, especially in hypotensive
patients. Moreover, when large vessels, such as the axillary artery and femoral veins, are
employed severe venous or arterial problems may follow AVG thrombosis [52].

• Central vein occlusion, ischaemic steal syndrome and cardiac failure may be indications for
creating arterio-arterial vascular access grafts running superficially in the lower limb, or on
the chest wall [53, 54].

• More heroic access configurations, such as anastomosis to the right atrial appendage
through a median sternotomy and to the renal vein to bypass central venous obstruction
should be avoided if possible in favour of a permanent central venous catheter [55, 56].

5.4. Guidelines for selection and placement of hemodialysis access according to (KDOQI) [11]

A structured approach to the type and location of long-term HD accesses should optimize
access survival and minimize complications.

The access should be placed distally and in the upper extremities whenever possible. Options
for fistula placement should be considered first, followed by prosthetic grafts. Catheters should
be avoided for HD and used only when other options listed are not available.

• The order of preference for placement of fistulae in patients with kidney failure who choose
HD as their initial mode of KRT should be (in descending order of preference):

a. Autogenous AVF.

1. A wrist (radiocephalic) primary fistula.

2. An elbow (brachiocephalic) primary fistula.

3. A transposed brachial basilic vein fistula

b. AVG of synthetic or biological material, such as:

– A forearm loop graft, preferable to a straight configuration.

– Upper-arm graft.

– Chest wall or “necklace” prosthetic graft or lower extremity fistula or graft; all upper-arm
sites should be exhausted first.

– Patients should be considered for construction of a primary fistula after failure of every
dialysis AV access.

• Enhanced maturation of fistulae can be accomplished by selective obliteration of major
venous side branches in the absence of a downstream stenosis.

• Dialysis AVGs:
a. The choice of synthetic or biological material should be based on the surgeon’s experience and preference, technical details, and cost.

b. There is no convincing evidence to support tapered versus uniform tubes, externally supported versus unsupported grafts, thick versus thin-walled configurations, or elastic versus nonelastic material.

c. While the majority of past experience with prosthetic grafts has been with the use of PTFE, other prosthetics (e.g., polyurethane [PU]) and biological conduits (bovine) have been used recently with similar outcomes.

• Rule of 6s:

a. A fistula in general must be a minimum of 6 mm in diameter with discernable margins when a tourniquet is in place, less than 6 mm deep, have a blood flow greater than 600 mL/min, and should be evaluated for nonmaturation if, after 6 weeks from surgical creation, it does not meet these criteria.

5.5. Detection of access dysfunction: monitoring, surveillance, and diagnostic testing [11]

• The surveillance program consists of:

1. Physical examination (monitoring): to detect dysfunction in fistulae and grafts at least monthly by a qualified individual looking for: persistent swelling of the arm, presence of collateral veins, prolonged bleeding after needle withdrawal, or altered characteristics of pulse or thrill in a graft.

2. Intra-access flow assessment by: Duplex Doppler Ultrasound (DDU), Magnetic Resonance Angiography (MRA), Variable flow Doppler ultrasound (VFDU), Ultrasound dilution (UDT), Glucose pump infusion technique (GPT) and Urea dilution (UreaD). Monthly in 1st 1.5 hr of treatment. The mean value of 2 separate determination (within 10% of each other) performed at a single treatment should be considered the access flow.

3. Directly measured or derived static venous dialysis pressure.

• Alarming findings deserving referral to vascular surgeon are:

a. An access flow rate less than 600 mL/min in grafts and less than 400 to 500 mL/min in fistulae.

b. If access flow 1,000 mL/min that had decreased by more than 25% over 4 months.

c. A venous segment static pressure (mean pressures) ratio greater than 0.5 in grafts or fistulae.

d. An arterial segment static pressure ratio greater than 0.75 in grafts.

e. Indicators of risk for graft rupture.

– Poor eschar formation.

– Evidence of spontaneous bleeding.
Rapid expansion in the size of a pseudoaneurysm.

Severe degenerative changes in the graft material.


All patients should be taught how to:

1. Compress a bleeding access
2. Seal the site of a central venous catheter (CVC) with ointment to keep air embolus from entering
3. Wash skin over access with soap and water daily and before dialysis
4. Recognize signs and symptoms of infection
5. Select proper methods for exercising AV fistula arm with some resistance to venous flow
6. Palpate for thrill/pulse daily and after any episodes of hypotension, dizziness, or light-headedness
7. Listen for bruit with ear opposite access if cannot palpate for any reason

All patients should know to:

1. Avoid carrying heavy items draped over the access arm or wearing occlusive clothing
2. Avoid sleeping on the access arm
3. Insist that staff rotate cannulation sites daily
4. Insure that staff are using proper techniques in preparing skin prior to cannulation
5. Report any signs and symptoms of infection or absence of bruit/thrill to dialysis personnel immediately

6. Complications of vascular access

6.1. Failure of maturation of AVF

In general, two variables are required for AVF maturation. First, the AVF should have adequate blood flow to support dialysis; second, it should have enough size to allow for successful repetitive cannulation. Although flow and size may appear as two separate parameters, they are intricately related [57].

6.1.1. Interventions to salvage with early AVF failure

Studies demonstrated that the two most common problems observed in early AVF failure are the presence of stenosis and accessory veins. These studies have emphasized that a great majority of these failed fistulae can be salvaged using percutaneous techniques. Percutaneous balloon angioplasty and accessory vein obliteration using one of three techniques (percutane-
ous ligation using 3/0 nylon, venous cutdown, or coil insertion) were used to salvage the failed AVF. The single major complication consisted of a vein rupture with an expanding hematoma. It resulted in loss of the access. The minor complications all were hematomas that required no treatment and had no sequelae [58].

Reports have highlighted a newer technique (sequential dilation) to salvage an AVF that fails to develop because of diffuse stenosis [59, 60].

In this technique, the AVF is gradually dilated with a progressively increasing size of angioplasty balloon at 2- to 4-wk intervals until a size that is optimal for dialysis cannulation is achieved. In addition to endovascular techniques, surgical intervention has been used for AVF salvage [61].

There is a lack of prospective studies that have examined the role of surgical approach in the salvage of AVF with early failure only. The creation of a new anastomosis for a juxta-anastomotic lesion and superficialization procedures are some of the techniques that are available in this category. Inability to navigate the wire across a stenotic lesion during percutaneous approach and deep location of an AVF are some of the indications for surgical intervention [62].

6.2. Dialysis access infection

Dialysis-access-related infections are common, and often result in great cost and morbidity, may be mortality. It is the most important cause of loss of vascular catheter access and an important cause of failure of native and prosthetic arteriovenous grafts and fistula [63, 64, 65]. Diabetes seems to increase the risk of S. aureus bacteremia in dialysis patients [66].

Useful criteria for diagnosis of AV fistula infection includes, the presence of bacteremia associated with local tenderness or redness of the fistula site and no other obvious source of bacteremia, evidence of local infection at the fistula site with recovery of a pathogen by culture of draining pus or direct aspiration [67].

Prevention: The pillar of prevention is practicing meticulous aseptic technique and avoiding bleeding or hematoma when cannulating the graft. This is not only responsibility of the dialysis nurses and stuff but also the patient. Avoidance of repeated needle insertion at one particular site on the graft is also critical to eliminate complications. The presence of foreign material makes synthetic conduit especially susceptible to infection [68].

Treatment [11]:

• Infections of primary AVFs are rare and should be treated as subacute bacterial endocarditis with 6 weeks of antibiotic therapy. Fistula surgical excision should be performed in cases of septic emboli.

• Infection of AVG:

Superficial infection of an AVG should be treated as follows:

Initial antibiotic treatment should cover both gram-negative and gram-positive microorganisms.
Subsequent antibiotic therapy should be based upon culture results.

- Incision and drainage may be beneficial.
- Extensive infection of an AVG should be treated with appropriate antibiotic therapy and resection of the infected graft material.

6.3. Thrombosis

This is the commonest cause of failure in the long term and is most often due to underlying stenosis, overdialysis leading to dehydration and hypotension, poor needling technique leading to haematoma and undue post-cannulation compression to control bleeding. The type of access and the site of thrombosis are important determinants of outcome.

Thrombosis may affect the anastomotic or post-anastomotic segments as a result of neointimal hyperplasia or may begin at a needling site. When radiocephalic or brachiocephalic AVFs thrombose at or close to anastomosis, the clot usually remains localized and run off remains patent as it has a number of natural tributaries which maintain some venous flow. This situation can be treated by a local refashioning of the AVF, anastomosing the arterialized vein to the artery at a more proximal site [69].

In contrast, thrombosis of AVFs involving transposed veins usually leads to thrombus propagation so that the entire AVF clots. This is a result of the fact that all the tributaries of the venous outflow had been ligated during the creation of this type of AVF. Successful salvage of such a clotted AVF must be attempted as soon as possible before the clot organizes. There are two choices for the treatment of the thrombosed graft: surgical and endovascular. The choice should be based on local expertise. Treatment must be timely, not delayed, and central venous catheters should be avoided. Angiography to detect venous stenotic lesions is mandatory. Venous stenosis must be corrected and all abnormal haemodynamic parameters present prior to thrombosis should return to normal [70].

Surgical correction:

The thrombectomy is usually performed with a small transverse incision at the nadir of a loop PTFE graft or at the venous anastomosis of straight PTFE grafts. The thrombectomy is then performed with a Fogarty balloon catheter to extract the clot. Assessment of the presence of stenosis is made by the surgeon based on the resistance to passage of the Fogarty balloon catheter or a similar dilators. More recently, intraoperative angiographic evaluation of the graft may be performed to better assess for the presence of stenoses [71].

Surgical correction of intimal hyperplasia at venous anastomosis is best managed by one of three methods depending on the extent of disease and adjacent venous anatomy:

1. Widening of the lumen with patch angioplasty.
2. Interposing a short segment of new graft material and constructing a more proximal venous anastomosis (jump graft).
3. Transferring the venous end of the graft to an adjacent vein, such as from an antecubital to the cephalic vein [72].
Endovascular therapy:

Endovascular therapy may be divided into two general categories: enzyme-mediated thrombolysis and endovascular thrombectomy [73, 74]. Enzyme-mediated thrombolysis can be subdivided into two categories: pharmacological and pharmacomechanical.

**Pharmacological thrombolysis** refers to thrombus dissolution using only the effects of a fibrinolytic enzyme. In large studies success has ranged from 58% to 68%. Complication rates have ranged from none to 85.7%. This complications included: bleeding at needle puncture sites, embolus to the peripheral artery [75] and systemic fibrinogen depletion has been routinely seen because of the large doses of enzyme used.

- Urokinase is administrated by crossed catheter technique in doses of 60,000 to > 500,000 u/hr with success rates of 75% to 93%. Urokinase offers the advantages over streptokinase of having shorter effective half-life and no antigenicity it can be readministered in cases of recurrent thrombosis [76].

- Recombinant tissue plasminogen activator has been used as thrombolytic agent for thrombosed grafts, administered at 10-20 minutes intervals with a maximum total dose of 30mg. The reported success rates have been 92% in 14 thrombosed grafts [77].

- **Pharmacomechanical thrombolysis** is composed of two phases. The first is pharmacological, consisting of enzymatic lysis. This is immediately followed by the second phase, mechanical maceration and removal of residual thrombus.

- **Endovascular thrombectomy** include pulse-spray delivery of saline [78], balloon thrombectomy [79, 80], thromboaspiration [81], and recently, thrombolysis using mechanical devices [82].

6.4. Vascular steal syndrome

Clinically significant distal extremity ischemia occurs in 1.6% to 8% of all individuals with a functioning dialysis shunt [83].

Risk factors include female sex, age greater than 60 years, diabetes, arteriosclerosis, multiple operations on the same limb, the construction of an autogenous fistula, and most commonly the use of the brachial artery as the donor vessel [83].

Theoretically, the presence of a large arteriovenous fistula always results in reduced perfusion to more peripheral tissues. This is evidenced by the fact that the perfusion pressure is always lower distal to an arteriovenous fistula [84].

Symptoms associated with the ischemic steal syndrome present over a broad spectrum, ranging from vague neurosensory deficits to ischaemic rest pain or tissue loss [85].

Recently, this classification was proposed [86]:

1. Stage I, pale/blue and/or cold hand without pain.
2. Stage II, pain during exercise and/or HD.
3. Stage III, pain at rest.

4. Stage IV, ulcers/necrosis/gangrene.

Definitive diagnostic testing can be performed non-invasively by comparing digital photoplethysmographic (PPG) waveforms with and without fistula compression [85].

Steal can be limited by reducing the anastomotic length to 75 percent or less of the proximal arterial diameter, which in most patients translates length of 5 mm. Of course this must be judged carefully as very small fistulas tend to clot because of inadequate flows of less than 200 ml/min. Steal syndromes following a radiocephalic fistula are relatively unusual. The cause is thought to be diversion of the ulnar arterial flow through the palmer arches to create retrograde distal radial artery flow into the fistula with a steal of blood flow away from the digital arteries. This can easily be treated by ligating the radial artery distal to the anastomosis which effectively creates an end-to-end fistula [69].

Treatment:

- Successful treatment mandates that the surgeon recognize the existing disparity between the resistances of the peripheral circulation and the fistula.

- For many years, the most commonly suggested procedures to treat steal syndrome were: excision of a portion of the vein or graft, interposition of 4 mm ePTFE graft, banding, plicating the fistula so as to increase fistula resistance and decrease fistula blood flow. To gauge the precise degree of narrowing such that adequate peripheral perfusion is restored, investigators have used digital PPG to reach digital-brachial index of ≥ 0.6 and digital pressure ≥ 60 mmHg and residual flow ≥ 300 ml/min [83, 87].

- Rerouting of arterial inflow:

Schanzer et al. in 1988 described a novel technique termed distal revascularization and interval ligation (DRIL) (figure 7b), which offers preservation of the access with physiologic restoration of flow to the hand. A DRIL procedure involves two parts: a bypass and interval ligation of the native artery. The bypass graft is connected to the artery proximal to the access anastomosis and its outflow directed to the native artery distal to the access anastomosis. The reversal of blood flow is eliminated by ligation of the artery distal to the AV access, providing the distal vascular bed with normal perfusion pressure and flow [88].
Other novel solutions have focused on the basic concept of rerouting the arterial inflow. Recognizing that brachial arterial origin was a common feature of symptomatic steal, others have reported success with extending the arterial end of the access distally to smaller arteries with revision using distal inflow (RUDI) (figure 7c) and proximally to larger arteries with proximalization of arterial inflow (PAI). Each of these management solutions is based on small case series involving an uncommon but clinically significant complication of AV access. More experience is needed before an appropriate solution can be recommended [89, 90].

6.5. Haemorrhage

This occurs in the first 24 postoperative hours and may be from a specific bleeding point such as the anastomosis or from a slipped ligature. These are due to technical errors and should be avoidable. Generalized ‘oozing’ resulting in haematoma formation is probably more common and is a result of the functional platelet disorders and bleeding diathesis associated with uremia. This complication can be minimized by careful preoperative preparation including correction of anaemia with recombinant erythropoietin and adequate dialysis. late hemorrhage can complicate aneurysm formation and infection which controlled by firm pressure over the bleeding point and ligation may be required in the emergency situation [91].

6.6. Aneurysm formation

False aneurysms may occur at the anastomosis when there has been an error in surgical technique or more commonly at a needling site which has been over used. These can be treated by resection with either direct end-to-end anastomosis or by the placement of a short PTFE bridge graft. The incidence of false aneurysm formation is 10% for PTFE grafts compared to 2% for autogenous AVFs [92].

- Indications for revision/repair [11]:
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AVGs with severe degenerative changes or pseudoaneurysm formation should be repaired in the following situations:

a. The number of cannulation sites are limited by the presence of a large (or multiple) pseudoaneurysm(s).

b. The pseudoaneurysm threatens the viability of the overlying skin.

c. The pseudoaneurysm is symptomatic (pain, throbbing).

d. There is evidence of infection.

- Cannulation of the access through a pseudoaneurysm must be avoided if at all possible and particularly so if the pseudoaneurysm is increasing in size.

True aneurysmal dilatation of autogenous arterialized veins are common. Often no action is required but corrective surgery is indicated if the overlying skin becomes very thin or there is evidence of progressive expansion. In some patients the whole length of arterialized vein becomes very dilated and the AVF may have to be sacrificed by ligating it [69].

6.7. Stenosis

This may occur directly at the anastomosis, in the first few centimeters of the venous outflow from an AVF or at needling sites. Anastomotic stenosis results from either errors in surgical technique or from the development of neointimal hyperplasia. Radiocephalic AVFs can often be refashioned by creating a more proximal anastomotic site but this may not be possible for brachioccephalic or brachiobasilic AVFs. In that case a “jump graft” can be created using a short segment of PTFE to bypass the stenosis. Post-anastomotic or needling site stenoses may be amenable to treatment by percutaneous transluminal angioplasty. The disadvantage is that recurrent stenosis is common and this may require surgical revision using a prosthetic interposition graft [69].

6.7.1. Indications for preemptive PTA in stenosed autogenous AVF or AVG [11]

A fistula with a greater than 50% stenosis in either the venous outflow or arterial inflow, in conjunction with clinical or physiological abnormalities such as: reduction in flow (< 600mL/min in AVG), increase in static pressures should be treated with percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) or surgical revision.


Patients with extremity edema that persists beyond 2 weeks after graft placement should undergo an imaging study (including dilute iodinated contrast) to evaluate patency of the central veins. The preferred treatment for central vein stenosis is PTA. Stent placement should be considered in the following situations:

- Acute elastic recoil of the vein (> 50% stenosis) after angioplasty.

- The stenosis recurs within a 3-month period.
6.8. Lymphocele

This occurs when the lymphatic channels have been divided or diathermed. It is particularly associated with brachio-basilic fistula formation and operation in the groin. Treatment by intermittent closed drainage under-sterile condition and antibiotics cover is usually successful. Recurrent and persistent lymphocele may require reexploration and open drainage [69].

6.9. Venous hypertension

A venous hypertension syndrome may develop in which the hand distal to the fistula becomes swollen and uncomfortable with thickening of the skin and hyperpigmentation [93, 94]. Hypertension may be avoided by forming an end-to-side or end-to-end anastomosis. Ligation of the enlarged venous tributaries causing the hypertension of the distal digits may relieve symptoms while preserving the fistula. The increasing use of subclavian lines for dialysis has lead to an increased incidence of subclavian vein thrombosis or stenosis. The subsequent placement of a fistula may lead to massive arm edema caused by venous hypertension and, in women, breast enlargement [95]. Subclavian vein thrombolysis and angioplasty with stenting may allow continued use of the fistula. This complication may also be lessened by using the internal jugular vein for central line placement [96].

6.10. Neuropathy

Ischemic neuropathy is unusual with the radiocephalic fistula and is seen mainly in diabetic patients with preexisting atherosclerotic disease and in patients with proximal site fistulas. It is characterized by the onset of severe, acute, painful weakness of the distal extremity, with wrist drop and minimal wrist flexion. This development is probably due peripheral nerve ischemia and if recognized early, fistula interception may preserve neurologic function [97].

Indeed definite thickening of the flexor synovium within the carpal tunnel is occasionally observed either in patients with a functioning shunt. The most prominent symptom of carpal tunnel syndrome in dialysis patients is painful nocturnal acroparesthesia of the affected limb. The pain and numbness are in the distribution of the median nerve. In differentiating the carpal tunnel syndrome from painful uremic neuropathy, one should consider that the symptoms of uremic neuropathy are symmetric, often beginning as a burning sensation in the soles of the feet, with progressive involvement in the legs. The upper extremities are involved only after the presence of severe lower extremity disease. On examination of the median conduction velocity across the wrist it will be found to be delayed. Relief is achieved by median nerve decompression by division of the transverse carpal ligament. Some patients may achieve relief from symptoms by conservative measures such as simply moving the hand during dialysis. Using digital compression of the puncture site, rather than using a compression bandage avoids increased venous pressure [98].

6.11. Cardiovascular complications

High-output cardiac failure is a rare complication, which occurs particularly in patients who display a combination of low hematocrit and cardiomyopathy from diabetes, in the presence
of a high-flow fistula [99]. Treatment usually involves ligation of the fistula, although banding may be attempted [100].

7. Factors affecting access patency

Patient related factors:

1. **Age:** Increasing age has no effect on fistula patency [101].

2. **Gender:** The patency of distal forearm, wrist or snuffbox AVFs is poorer in women than in men. Since, this seems to apply also to more proximal AVFs it may be unrelated to the larger vessels of men and may have a hormonal basis [102, 103].

3. **Diabetes:** There is conflicting evidence as to whether diabetes is an adverse factor for fistula patency with some authors suggesting that flow rates and patency are poorer [103], whereas others have found no effect [104, 105].

4. **Obesity:** It is more difficult to create a suitable AV fistula in obese patients because the deeper veins are more difficult to cannulate but this does not affect patency [106].

5. **Smoking:** Smokers may have poorer fistula survival [107].

6. **Thrombotic tendencies and vasculitis:** Increased fibrinogen predisposes to access thrombosis and vasculitis is a strong predictor of access failure [108].

Access related factors:

1. **Vessel size:** Small vessels have higher initial failure rates, more frequent failure to mature and poorer long-term patency [7].

2. **Access position:** More proximal AV fistulae have improved blood flow and patency but leave fewer options for access in the event of failure [109, 110].

3. **Prosthetic AV grafts:** Prosthetic AV grafts have poorer primary patency, require more revisions and have higher infection rates than autogenous AVFs. However, their patency can be improved by using a wider diameter graft or adding a vein cuff to the venous anastomosis [111, 112, 113].

4. **Fistula flow rates:** The flow rate AV fistulae the day after surgery correlates inversely with the risk of thrombosis although intraoperative flow rates are less reliable [7].

5. **Anastomotic method:** Anastomosis using non-penetrating vascular clips, which give an interrupted anastomosis with excellent endothelial apposition and less bleeding, are quicker and may have improved patencies [109, 110].

Surgeon related factors:

**Surgical experience:** There can be little doubt that experienced surgeons with adequate training have good outcomes [103], but well supervised trainees can produce equivalent results [114].
Postoperative follow up related factors:

1. **Access surveillance:** The use of postoperative surveillance and pre-emptive repair of detected defects has been shown to improve access survival in a randomized controlled trial [115].

2. **Early cannulation:** This is not a risk factor for fistula failure [116].

3. **Drugs:** Antiplatelet agents such as aspirin and dipyridamole prolong fistula survival and are used routinely [117, 118] although a combination of aspirin and clopidogrel increased haemorrhagic complications without influencing patency in prosthetic AV grafts [119]. Anticoagulation with warfarin reduces AVF thrombosis in patients with hypercoagulable states [120], but routine use is best avoided because of the risk of haemorrhage [121].

8. **Central venous catheter for hemodialysis**

Another way to get access to the circulation to perform hemodialysis is the usage of the central venous catheters.

**8.1. Indications and patient selection**

Central venous catheter is the preferred method for short term hemodialysis and it is also used for emergent dialysis as temporary access while a permanent access is maturing. Central venous catheter is used as a permanent access in patients who have exhausted all other options for autogenous AVF or AVG. It is the method of choice in patients who are not candidate for AVF or AVG, like patients with limited cardiac reserve, children weighting less than 30 kg, and patients with extensive peripheral vascular disease.

**8.2. Catheter types**

There are many commercially available percutaneous hemodialysis catheters, all are grouped into two main types; the non-tunneled and the tunneled catheters (figure 8), both are usually provided with dual lumen; one for withdrawal and the other for return of blood, but in some cases they were of three lumens, with the third one for I.V. fluids, blood products, and drug administration, as well as blood sampling. The tunneled catheters have Dacron or Teflon cuff on their shaft near the distal end which promotes tissue ingrowth in order to fix the catheter to the subcutaneous tissue, some catheters have another antimicrobial cuff distal to the fixation cuff in order to limit microbial invasion through the subcutaneous tunnel, the antimicrobial cuff is formed of porous collagen incorporating an antimicrobial agent. The non-tunneled catheters are used in patients who are planned for short term catheter dependent hemodialysis (less than one month), while tunneled catheters are used in patients who are planned for long term catheter dependent hemodialysis. They are provided in different lengths, with the tunneled catheter having longer length than the non-tunneled one to accommodate the length of the subcutaneous tunnel, and also they are available in different diameters ranging from 9
Fr. in pediatric catheters up to 15 Fr. Most of hemodialysis catheters made of silicone or polyurethane.

The cuffed catheter is tunneled subcutaneously from the desired exit site to the site of vein entry. The non-cuffed double lumen catheters are placed by conventional Seldinger technique, while the cuffed one are flexible and required the use of rigid introducer or peel-apart sheath that is latter removed, leaving the catheter in place. The catheter is placed into one of the large central veins so the tip lies in the junction of superior vena cava with the right atrium.
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Figure 8. (a) Non-tunneled catheter in place. (b) Tunneled cuffed catheter.

Type and Location of Tunneled Cuffed Catheter Placement according to (KDOQI) guidelines [122]:

a. Tunneled cuffed venous catheters are the method of choice for temporary access of longer than 3 weeks’ duration. (They also are acceptable for access of shorter duration.) In addition, some patients who have exhausted all other access options require permanent access via tunneled cuffed catheters. For patients who have a primary AV fistula maturing but need immediate hemodialysis, tunneled cuffed catheters are the access of choice. Catheters capable of rapid flow rates are preferred.

b. The preferred insertion site for tunneled cuffed venous dialysis catheters is the right internal jugular vein. Other options include: the right external jugular vein, the left internal and external jugular veins, subclavian veins, femoral veins, or transhumbar access to the inferior vena cava. Subclavian access should be used only when jugular options are not available. Tunneled cuffed catheters should not be placed on the same side as a maturing AV access, if possible.

c. Fluoroscopy is mandatory for insertion of all cuffed dialysis catheters. The catheter tip should be adjusted to the level of the caval atrial junction or into the right atrium to ensure optimal blood flow. (Atrial positioning is only recommended for catheters composed of soft compliant material, such as silicone).
d. Real-time ultrasound-guided insertion is recommended to reduce insertion-related complications.

e. There is currently no proven advantage of one cuffed catheter design over another. Catheters capable of a rapid blood flow rate are preferred. Catheter choice should be based on local experience, goals for use, and cost.

In updates of 2006 (NKF-K/DOQI) (11) stated that: Ultrasound should be used in the placement of catheters, and they recommend tunneled cuffed catheters for catheter dependent hemodialysis longer than one week.

8.3. Technique of insertion

Internal jugular vein is approached by inserting the needle about one inch above the clavicle between the two heads of the sternomastiod muscle directing it toward the ipsilateral nipple, another approach is achieved by inserting the needle about 1-2 inches above the clavicle under the lateral border of the sternomastiod muscle directing it toward the ipsilateral sternoclavicular joint, in both approaches the patient must be supine with the head extended and tilted to the other side, the carotid artery is felt and kept medially away from the needle puncture.

The subclavian vein is approached by inserting the needle under the clavicle at the junction of its lateral third with the medial two thirds directing the needle toward the sternoclavicular joint with the patient in supine position.

The femoral vein is approached by inserting the needle at the inguino-crural crease just medial to the femoral pulsation directing the needle toward the umbilicus with the patient in supine position.

8.4. Complications

Many complications may occur during catheter placement, but they could be prevented by adopting careful maneuver, using ultrasound and fluoroscopic guidance.

Complication list include hemothorax, pneumothorax, arterial puncture, hematoma and air embolism.

8.5. Catheter related problems

8.5.1. Catheter dysfunction

This is manifested by difficulty to withdraw and/or infuse blood, if this occurs in the first dialysis session after catheter placement it is usually due to malposition or kinking and it can be corrected under fluoroscopic guidance. If this occurs in a previously functioning catheter, catheter thrombosis should be suspected. The thrombus may be intraluminal, at the tip of the catheter or rarely the catheter induces thrombosis in the vein in which it is placed. Other cause of catheter malfunction is the fibrin flap, in this condition fibrin extends from the fibrin sheath to come in front of the catheter tip acting as a valve preventing withdrawal but allowing infusion of blood.
8.5.1.1. Prevention of catheter thrombosis

Routinely anticoagulant solution is infused inside the catheter lumen at the end of each dialysis session and it is adjusted to fill the catheter lumen (catheter lock) to prevent catheter thrombosis. The standard solution is heparin with concentrations ranging from 1000 to 10,000 u/ml, another solution is sodium citrate with concentrations ranging from 4% to 47%. In spite of the proper adjustment of the catheter lock solution to just fill the catheter lumen, some amount usually leak to the circulation [123], in case of citrate this causes no problem [124], but in case of heparin this may cause bleeding complications in susceptible patients [125]. Few studies have compared different heparin concentrations [126], and they found that lower concentration (1000 u/ml) is as effective as higher concentrations in preventing catheter thrombosis with less bleeding complications. Also studies comparing different concentrations of citrate solution [127, 128] found that concentrations of 4-5% is sufficient. Studies comparing heparin concentration of 1000 u/ml to citrate concentration of 4-5% solutions [129, 130, 131], showed that citrate is as effective as heparin in prevention of catheter thrombosis with the advantage of absence of liability to bleeding complications. Recently trials are going on to evaluate the use of small dose of tissue plasminogen activator as catheter lock solution aiming to obtain better results than those obtained with heparin and citrate [132, 133].

The use of oral anticoagulant in the form of warfarin in therapeutic dose with the INR (1.8-2.5) is supposed to be effective in decreasing the incidence of catheter thrombosis [134, 135].

8.5.1.2. Treatment of catheter dysfunction

In case of low catheter flow, simple measures may succeed in restoring adequate blood flow such as repeated aspiration and flushing with saline, passage of guide wire through the lumen of the catheter, changing the position of the patient, and reversal of the lines (withdrawal from the venous line and return the blood through the arterial line). In case of failure of the previous measures or if there is inability to withdraw and/or infuse from both ports, lytic therapy is indicated. The thrombolytic agent is injected inside the catheter lumen and left for 30-60 min before its withdrawal. The agent commonly used is either urokinase5000 u/ml, or tissue plasminogen activator 1mg/ml, and it could be repeated. This procedure succeeded in restoring adequate flow in 70 to 90% of the cases but with high rate of recurrence [136-140]. Higher doses of urokinase were tried using infusion through the catheter rather than locking the catheter with higher success rate and less recurrence [141], provided that there were no contraindications to lytic therapy. If these methods failed to restore adequate blood flow, then catheter exchange over guide wire will be the appropriate option.

8.5.2. Catheter infection

Infection is the most common complication of hemodialysis catheter and it is one of the leading causes of morbidity and catheter removal in hemodialysis patients. The catheter infection rate is variable and is related to the duration of use. In a prospective study including 108 patients with tunneled dialysis catheter, the rate of catheter related bacteremia was 35% in the first 3 months and 48% within 6 months [142]. Catheter-related bacteremia may cause serious
metastatic infection in 5-10% of patients [143] (endocarditis, osteomyelitis, septic arthritis, epidural abscess, or death). Catheter infection may be exit-site infection, tunnel infection or catheter-related bacteremia. Catheter-related bacteremia is thought to be commonly originated from bacteria in the catheter biofilm. The biofilm is formed on the catheter lumen in the first 24 hours after catheter insertion. The bacteria in the biofilm are resistant to antibiotic at therapeutic plasma concentration, but are usually susceptible to higher concentrations [144].

8.6. Prophylactic measures to prevent catheter infection

Catheter Care and Accessing the Patient’s Circulation according to (KDOQI) guidelines [122]:

a. Hemodialysis catheter dressing changes and catheter manipulations that access the patient’s bloodstream should only be performed by trained dialysis staff.

b. The catheter exit site should be examined at each hemodialysis treatment for signs of infection.

c. Catheter exit site dressings should be changed at each hemodialysis treatment.

d. Use of dry gauze dressing combined with skin disinfection, using either chlorhexidine or povidone iodine solution, followed by povidone iodine ointment or mupirocin ointment at the catheter exit site are recommended after catheter placement and at the end of each dialysis session.

e. Manipulating a catheter and accessing the patient’s bloodstream should be performed in a manner that minimizes contamination.

f. During catheter connect and disconnect procedures, nurses and patients should wear a surgical mask or face shield. Nurses should wear gloves during all connect and disconnect procedures.

Treatment of Infection of Tunneled Cuffed Catheters

Tunneled cuffed catheter infection is a serious problem. Appropriate treatment is dependent upon the nature of the infection:

1. Apply topical antibiotics, ensuring proper local exit site care; do not remove the catheter.

2. If there is tunnel drainage, treat with parenteral antibiotics (anti-staphylococcal, anti-streptococcal therapy pending exit site cultures) in addition to following appropriate local measures. Definitive therapy should be based on culture results. Do not remove the catheter unless the infection fails to respond to therapy. If the infection fails to respond to therapy, remove the catheter and replace it using a different tunnel and exit site.

a. Catheter-related bacteremia, with or without systemic signs or symptoms of illness, should be treated by initiating parenteral treatment with an antibiotic(s) appropriate for the organism(s) suspected, usually Staphylococcus and Streptococcus. Definitive therapy should be based on the organism(s) isolated. The catheter should be removed in all instances if the patient remains symptomatic more than 36 hours. The catheter should also
be removed in any clinically unstable patient. Preliminary reports suggest that after obtaining a bactericidal level of the antibiotic in the blood, in a stable asymptomatic patient without exit site or catheter tunnel tract involvement may be treated by changing the catheter over a guidewire plus a minimum of 3 weeks of systemic antibiotic therapy. Blood cultures should be repeated periodically during and immediately after this treatment to monitor its effectiveness.

A new permanent access should not be placed until blood cultures, performed after cessation of antibiotic treatment, have been negative for at least 48 hours.

In updates of 2006 [11], the last recommendation has been changed: Catheters should be exchanged as soon as possible and within 72 hours of initiating antibiotic therapy in most instances, and such exchange does not require a negative blood culture result before the exchange. Follow-up cultures are needed 1 week after cessation of antibiotic therapy.

Catheter-related bacteremia is diagnosed by the presence of fever in catheter-dependent patient with positive blood culture [141].

The empirical therapy should include antibiotic with broad-spectrum coverage against gram-negative organisms such as third generation cephalosporin and vancomycin in centers with frequent MRSA infection. Once the result of culture is obtained, the antibiotic is changed according to the results of the sensitivity tests, and the treatment should be continued for at least 3 weeks.

The **antibiotic lock solution**: Given that biofilm is the major source of catheter related bacteremia an antimicrobial catheter lock solution may reduce catheter-related bacteremia. The antibiotic lock is a concentrated antibiotic solution mixed with the anticoagulant solution and injected into the catheter lumen at the end of the dialysis session.

The antibiotic lock solutions may include the standard antibiotics or antimicrobial agents such as taurolidine and 30% citrate solution [144]. Many trials documented the efficacy of antibiotic locks in prophylaxis of catheter-related bacteremia [145, 146].

9. Portacath for hemodialysis

Portacath (totally implantable venous access system) is commonly used in oncology patients to deliver the chemotherapeutic agents and parenteral nutrition intravenously and recently it has been used for hemodialysis especially in children. The system used for hemodialysis consists of two separate or fused subcutaneously implantable reservoirs connected to double lumen catheter; one port is used for blood withdrawal and the other for blood return.

10. Translumbar inferior vena cava catheter for hemodialysis

This technique represents another option for challenging cases who did not have suitable patent central vein allowing creation of arteriovenous access or insertion of tunneled cuffed
catheter. In this technique a long tunneled cuffed catheter is inserted in the inferior vena cava percutaneous while the patient is in prone position with the aid of fluoroscopy.
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